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Innovation Experience Strengthen Future CRE Consumer Loyalty

Asia Pacific Customer Service Consortium 
(APCSC) aims to boost customer 
service standard and CRE Leadership 

in the region through the annual International 
CRE (Customer Relationship Excellence) and 
CSQS (Customer Service Quality Standard) 
Leadership Summit to be held on June 2-3 for 
the 14th consecutive year. Assembling a list 
of distinguished industry leaders and highly 
qualified professionals and executives from 
around the globe, the two-day Summit will 
shed light on the main theme of “Innovation 
Customer Experience Strengthen Future 
CRE Consumer Loyalty” to explore the future 
consumers’ behaviors and expectation and 
corporate strategies and innovative initiatives to 
beat the competition.

Inspirations and Innovative Thinking
“APCSC aims to develop CRE leadership 

and form a community for both frontline and 
senior executives. Through this Summit, we 
hope that it can bring inspirations, innovative 
thinking to the participants and audiences,” says 
Mr. Jason Chu, Chairman of APCSC.  Keynote 
speakers including CEO’s and CXO’s from 
Ocean Park, McDonald’s, AirAsia, Eptica UK, 
and HDI Japan, DHL China, HK Airlines, 
Lenovo, Far EasTone, AIA, AXA, FWD and 
Zurich Insurance will address latest trend and 
key issues on sustainable leadership, technology 
trend, digital, mobile, customer experience 

innovations from different countries covering 
ICT, health, financial, mobile, entertainment 
industries.  Speakers and delegates from over 
10 countries around the globe will share and 
exchange.   

CRE Awards Promote Customer Focus 
At the end of the two-day summit, the 

International CRE Awards Ceremony dinner 
celebrates industry players’ outstanding 
contributions, efforts and devotion towards 
customer-centric innovations. The CRE Awards 
has recognized many industry leaders and 
professionals for their customer centric service 
innovation. The CRE Awards has also injected 
new ideas yearly to keep abreast of the times. 
“Entering the new ‘Internet Plus’ era, firms need 
to innovate and foster changes by adopting more 
direct and convenient social media channels, 
creating comprehensive mobile platforms, online 
smart self-services with artificial intelligence, in 
order to uplift the overall customer experience to 
stay ahead,” says Chu. 

Awards Criteria based on CSQS Audit 
Using the CSQS as the international 

benchmark in customer service excellence 
since its first inception in 2002. The CSQS is 
instrumental in improving customer centric 
corporate governance, helping firms to better 
prepare for the CRE Awards assessment and 
market competition.  “The certified CSQS firms 

have uplifted their service leadership, setting 
new standards and service industry benchmark 
internationally for others,” Chu shares. “On 
behalf of APCSC, we are very privileged to 
facilitate and expand this international platform 
with all the participants for knowledge exchange, 
experience dialogue and benchmark setting 
among international CRE Leaders across 
industries.”

Engagement in the Mobile and Digital era 
C o n c u r r e n t l y,  t h e  5 t h  H o n g  K o n g 

International CRE & Innovation Expo will 
be held together and focus on the theme of 
Digital, Social, Mobile, Big Data & Cloud; 
CRM, contact center, BPO, eCom & Security. 
International keynote speakers addressed the 
expo theme with their enterprise innovation 
case studies at the CXO Forum, to contribute 
to the frontier of the digital, mobile, Internet 
Plus  economy.   In  view of  the  current 
economic downturn and shifting consumer 
tastes, Chu advises, “Further integrating cloud 
computing and big data, enterprises can provide 
customers with personalized products and 
services with higher customer satisfaction and 
effective engagement.” Through the Hong 
Kong International CRE Innovation Expo, 
CRE innovation and consumer mobile O2O 
integration have become the driving force for 
business transformation and market leadership. 

Contact Us 
Website: www.apcsc.com
Youtube/Google+/Facebook:

Customer Relationship Excellence Awards Winner Group Photo at International CRE Awards Dinner Ceremony 2015.

International CRE & CSQS Leadership Summit 2016 & Hong Kong International CRE Innovation Expo

CRE & CSQS Leadership Summit 2016
June 2 Morning Session
Building Customer Loyalty with Innovative Service Design 
and Delivery

Jason Chu, Chairman, 
Asia Pacific Customer Service Consortium
Sudesh Thevasenabathy, Head of Customer Experience,
AXA Hong Kong
Jack Chan, General Manager, The Specialist Consortium Ltd.
Alexander Chan, Senior Programme Director/
College Principal Lecturer, HKU SPACE
June 2 Afternoon Session
Expo Innovation Awards Presentation
CXO Forum: Corporate and Social Sustainability, Health, 
Environmental, Technology Trend
Mark Devadason, ex Group Head of Sustainability, 
Standard Chartered Bank
Alex Pang, Director, eCommerce, 
FWD Life Insurance Company (Bermuda) Limited
Joseph Lee, Legislative Councilor, HKSAR
Leo Zhang, Operation Head, AIA, Beijing Branch
June 3 Morning Session
CRE Leadership and Service Innovation Benchmarking Best 
Practices
Jason Chu, Chairman, 
Asia Pacific Customer Service Consortium
Gwen Wang, Customer Service Vice President,
DHL-Sinotrans International Air Courier Ltd.
Tatsumi Yamashita, CEO, HDI – Japan
Troy Barnes, Chief Customer Experience Officer, AIA Bhd.
June 3 Afternoon Session
CXO Forum: Change Management through Employee 
Engagement & Customer Centric Culture
Elaine Chan,  Chief Health Officer, 
Zurich Insurance Company Ltd
Samuel Yuan, Director, 
Far EasTone Telecommunications Co., Ltd
Frank Liu,  Lenovo Clustering Users Service Director, 
Lenovo Services, Beijing, China
Stanley Kan, Director, 
Service Delivery, Hong Kong Airlines Limited
June 2 CEO Luncheon Forum & 
People Site Certification Presentation 
Transform Customer Engagement with Innovation and 
Technology
Joy Cañeba, Chief Executive Officer, Philippines AirAsia
Olivier Njamfa, President & CEO, Eptica
June 3 CEO Luncheon Forum & 
CSQS Certification Presentation
Sustainable Leadership and Service Innovation in Hospitality 
Industry
Tom Mehrmann, Chief Executive, Ocean Park Hong Kong
Randy Lai, Managing Director, 
McDonald's Restaurants (Hong Kong) Limited

Randy Lai, Managing Director
McDonald’s Restaurants (Hong Kong) LimitedStuart Harrison, Chief Executive Officer, AXA Hong Kong 

Jason Chu, Chairman, Asia Pacific Customer Service Consortium
President, the international Council of Customer Service Organisations 

Winning over customers through innovation
The key to CRE is to provide a unique customer 

experience by proactively anticipating customers’ needs 
and exceeding their expectations. It is in McDonald’s 
DNA that we never stop innovating and evolving, and we 
always adhere to our philosophy of “we place the customer 
experience as the core of all we do”. Customers expect 
more from a brand today, personalized and customized 
customer experience focusing on the needs of individuals 
will be a game changer in future. The newly opened 

McDonald’s Concept Restaurant in Admiralty invites our customers to co-create 
the future with us. On the design of restaurant, facilities, food menu and service, 
we create contextualized customer experience at every touch point. 

A brand is defined by the service it delivers, and McDonald’s never loses 
sight of our consumer needs. At McDonald’s, we placed a strong emphasis 
on people development, with a view to providing personalized service to our 
customers with an energized team.  

Excellent customer service involves understanding customers’ needs and 
going beyond their expectation. It’s important to always think out of the box to 
create a personalized experience that truly resonates with customers. APCSC 
is a great platform to gain insights and meet customer-centric professionals. It 
creates synergies between best practices and the exchange of expertise, vital 
to the development of customer service excellence across industries. We are 
delighted to contribute and share our experience and knowledge, and to inspire 
and train future generations of professionals.

CRE Awards employ world class judging standards 
In the age of customer experience economy, customer loyalty 

and word of mouth are based on the professional service and value 
offered by firms through every interaction. Successful engagement, 
empowerment and devotion of employees are of core importance to 
CRE customer experience, and will directly affect the execution and 
delivery of values and services.

Over the years, the International CRE Awards program has 
successfully promoted CRE best practices, inspired outstanding 
CRE leaders, and propagated the customer-centric innovations from 
different cultures, based on the Customer Service Quality Standard 
(CSQS), the International CRE Awards judging criteria. Through 

CSQS and the Certificate in Customer Service Management (CCSM) certification and 
CSQS projects, future CRE Leaders acquire CSQS knowledge and expertise in preparation for 
the CRE Awards and closing the gaps on CSQS world class CRE benchmarking with excellent 
ROI’s on service, people, customers and financial impacts and often setting new benchmark.  

Customer experience, engagement, convenience, personalization have become the 
key loyalty drivers. CSQS, with its incorporation of customer experience management 
and lifecycle management, helps firms advance and stay ahead of the competition. On 
annual basis, APCSC uses CSQS to review the best practices of CRE winners and raise the 
international service standards and benchmarks year-on-year. A successful firm should 
continuously collect customers’ opinions, complaints and compliments, via marketing 
campaigns, loyalty programs and Net Promoter Score (NPS) surveys, as an effective means of 
increasing customer satisfaction, loyalty and advocacy.

Successful CRE Leaders reinforce the employees’ commitment and development in the 
company, through proactive innovative engagement in order to offer quality and satisfactory 
customer solutions.  CRE Leadership is a Journey of Transformation!  Through the CRE 
Journey, together, we anticipate both challenges and breakthroughs and promote our CRE 
iconic brand through our collaboration of CRE & CSQS Roundtables and CXO Forums in 
international cities.

The customer is at the heart of our operations
Insurance is a people business, and what customers bought 

is a promise, a brand they trust. So customer service excellence 
is of utmost importance to build the trust and relationship with 
customers. Word of mouth is key to enhance brand preference 
and customer loyalty. At AXA, the customer, both external and 
internal, is at the heart of our operations. Every staff plays an 
important role in bringing the best experience to our customers 
and contributing on the customer journey; putting customers at 
the heart of everything we do; developing products and processes 
that are easy to understand and deal with; fully supporting our 

customers before, during and after any of their life incidents. 
We believe in listening to the voices of our customers and distributors is the core 

process in any of our product and service enhancements. AXA’s multi-year cultural 
transformation through “Putting the customer first program” has strengthened customer-
focused mindset. Operation, back-office staff, line managers, and AXA’s service partner 
have been engaged to enhance customer experience. These transformation initiatives 
involve cross-disciplinary impactful changes with reporting, tracking and communication 
to evaluate progress and to fine-tune our effort based on customer feedback. 

For customers, especially the younger generation, we have developed multi-access 
channels so that customers can connect with us directly, at their preferred and convenient 
way. AXA has enhanced digital capability by deploying online platforms. Through 
websites and mobile apps, customers can make purchase, check claims info and doctor 
list anytime anywhere.  

The International CRE Awards is one of the most rigorous and respected awards in 
the customer service field. Our continuous participation demonstrates our determination 
to strive towards customer service excellence. These awards are a true testament to AXA 
Hong Kong’s commitment and dedication to providing superior customer service. Going 
forward, we will continue to devote efforts to exceed customers’ expectations.
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Jiangsu Chengzhong Garden (left 2) and Henderson 
Land Group Property Management Department – Well 
Born and Hang Yick (left 3), Hang Lung Properties (right 
3), Nexusguard (right 1&2) received the CSQS Certificate 
and Trophy from Jason Chu. Asia Pacific Customer Service Consortium
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